SEMI DISTURBED SEDIMENT SAMPLING
P1.43
The peat sampler
is used to take a
sediment sample.

For taking semi disturbed samples in more or less

The half circular sample cylinder is kept closed

swampy peat soils or in wet flabby and very soft

by the other side of the fin during extraction.

(under water) mineral soils a number of special
samplers have been included in the program.

The peat sampler is only suitable in flabby and very
soft soils. To achieve maximum stability the connec-

04.09

Peat sampler, standard set for

tions between the T-handle, the extension rods and

sampling to a depth of 10 m

the bottom part have been executed as conic

The stainless steel peat sampler is in fact a kind of

threaded connections.

gouge auger. The peat sampler is pushed into the soil
manually. The sample containing part is a half

The standard set consists of: a T-handle with exten-

cylinder. The peat sampler distinguishes itself from

sion rods, an Edelman auger, a peat sampler, a

the standard gouge auger as its cone is massive.

push-/pull handle, tools, maintenance kit and a fibre
glass utility probe. The whole is kept in a sturdy

The sample containing section is sealed off by a plate

aluminum transport case.

(fin) that can pivot around the axle in the middle of
the sampler and that is fitted with a cutting edge on

Advantages

one side. Having arrived at the correct sampling

The advantages of a peat sampler by comparison

depth the complete sampler is given half a turn clock-

to other gouge augers are:

wise (180°). During the turning the fin remains in

❐

position which allows the half cylinder to be filled

After pre-drilling with

At almost any desired depth a semi disturbed
sample can be extracted with a length of 50 cm.

and closed again.

the Edelman auger
a sample is taken
of the wet peat
with the peat
sampler.

BENEFITS
04.09 Peat sampler

• Samples saturated AND unsaturated material
• Stainless steel sample body for all analyses
• Simple gouge-with-flap principle
• No loss of sediment by large closing flap
• Effective to sample young peat and sediment
• Takes point samples at any depth (if soft)
• Anyone can operate

Peat sampler set
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Eijkelkamp reserves the right not to be responsible for the topicality, correctness, completeness or quality of the information provided.
We reserve the right to alter equipment, procedures and specifications.

SEMI DISTURBED SEDIMENT SAMPLING
❐
❐

It is possible to take samples below the ground-

04.22

water level or from below the surface water.

The Vrijwit auger is a stainless steel wedge shaped

Because the fin closes the half cylinder properly it

sampler. The sampler can be opened on one end by

is possible to take samples from very soft and

means of a slide. The opened Vrijwit auger is pressed

flabby soils.

vertically into the soil using extension rods.

Vrijwit auger

P1.43
After opening the peat sampler the
sample can be studied immediately.

As soon as the desired depth has been reached the
The limitations are:

auger is closed by means of the slide.

❐

Substantial penetration resistance because of the

By removing the slide after sampling it is possible to

massive cone.

efficiently and quickly give an accurate description of

In very fibrous soils the sharp edge of the samp-

the stratification and composition of the soil.

❐

ling part may not cut the fibers, causing the fin to
stay partly open and resulting in sample loss or

Applications

contamination with upper layers (specially in case

The Vrijwit auger is specially suitable for taking

of very soft soil materials).

samples from fairly coherent to coherent material
(clay, loamy sand, containing a lot of undecayed

Applications

material). The auger is extremely suitable for taking

The peat sampler enables to take undisturbed samples

samples from small waterways or (not too dry) grown

from soft soils at predetermined depths on behalf of:

over banks in which a lot of roots and dead organic

❐

Environmental studies.

material is present.

❐

Visual interpretation of a soil layer.

❐

Soft sediment sampling.

The Vrijwit auger is used to take a

❐

Palaeontological research.

sample from the bottom of a ditch.

BENEFITS
04.22 Vrijwit auger

• Perfect for shallow water bottoms with roots
• Stainless steel body for all analyses
• Takes beautiful rectangular sample
• Shape and core catcher prevents sample loss

Peat sampler

Vrijwit auger

www.eijkelkamp.com
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PARTS LIST
Art.no.

Description

Qty.
in set

P1.43

Semi-disturbed sediment sampling

Art.no.

For taking semi disturbed
samples from wet noncohesive and very soft
(under water) soils, we
provide two standard sets:
- The peat sampler for
sampling very soft (peat)
soils, on land as well as
under water.
- The Vrijwit auger for
sampling fairly coherent
(under water) soils.
04.09

Peat sampler, standard set for
sampling to a depth of 10 m.

**01.10.10.C

Handle, normal, 60 cm,
with all synthetic, detachable
grip, conical screw thread
Edelman auger, bottom
part, comb.type, c.sc., Ø 10 cm
Extension rod, 100 cm, c.sc.
Push-/pull handle, Ø 25.4 mm
Peat sampler, bottom
part, conical screw thread,
operational length 50 cm,
contents 0.5 liter. Outside
Ø 60 mm, sample Ø 52 mm.
Bent spatula, breadth 20 mm
Spanner 20x22 mm
Steel brush (stainless)
Field data registration set
Work gloves, pair, oiland grease resistant, sturdy,
with short sleeve
Maintenance kit (brush,
oilpad, vaseline)
Utility probe with cone
Ø 19 mm, fibre glass, length
105 cm, Ø shaft 12.5 mm. For
safely checking the substratum
for cables, tubes and pipes
Aluminium transport case,
dim. 108x23x14 cm (outside)
Padlock

**01.02.02.10.C
**01.10.12.C
**01.10.15
**04.09.03.C

**04.05.01.20
**99.50.22
**01.10.21
**01.11.04
**01.11.03

**01.11.01
**01.15.01

**01.11.02
**01.11.02.01
04.22

Vrijwit auger, standard set
for sampling to a depth of 3 m.
Suitable to take samples with
a length of 50 cm of sediments,
reed zones, etc.

**04.22.01.C

Vrijwit auger, operational
length 50 cm, largest section
of sample compartiment
6.5x6.5 cm, smallest section
6.5x3.2 cm, with synthetic
non-return flap, c.sc. (necessary
free space for sampler 11x11 cm)
Extension rod, 100 cm, c.sc.
Handle, normal, 60 cm,
with all synthetic, detachable
grip, conical screw thread
Spanner 20x22 mm
Carrying bag for field
equipment, with two shoulder
straps (backpack model),
(inside) Ø 17x150 cm

**01.10.12.C
**01.10.10.C

**99.50.22
**01.14
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